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No method has yet been developed for calculating electron impact ionisation 
that gives even semiquantitativ 2 agreement with experiment in all kinematic 
regions. Since the pioneering experiment of Ehrhardt et al (1969) a wide 
variety of kinematic regions hao been observed, many of which depend most 
sensitively on particular aspects of the reaction mechanism so that they can 
be understood by simplified calculations such as the distorted-wave Born 
approximation (DYVBA) (Konovalov and McCarthy 1992, McCarthy 1992, 
Madison et al 1977) or calculations that depend on low order of the Born 
series (Byron and Joachain 1989). 

We present a new formulation of the problem that embraces earlier ap
proximations, giving insight into the problem and suggesting ways of proceed
ing. The formal (e,2e) amplitude has two terms. One is an approximation 
thai, is fully calculated. The other is a correction term that should be min
imised in choosing the elements of the calculation and provides an estimate 
of i he relative errors of different methods. 

For the present purpose we approximate ionisation by a three-body prob
lem in which the target atom is represented by an electron bound to an 
inert ion in a one-electron state |Q). This model is exact for hydrogen, very 
good for helium, except in resonance regions (McCarthy and Shang 1993), 
and easily extended at higher energies to ions with complex structure (Mc
Carthy and Weigold 1991). The space-spin coordinates x,(i = 1,2) of the 
two electrons are denoted by the subscript 1 on the kinetic energy opera
tors K, and electron-ion potentials v,. The electron-electron potential is v3. 
The electron-ion potentials for multi-electron targets are modelled by the 
frozen-core Hartree Fock potential. 

We formulats the problem according to the formal scattering theory of 
Gell-Mann and Goldbcrger (1953). The collision Hamiltonian is partitioned 
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as follows 

H = (Kt +(/, + h2 + v,) + (vl+v3-Ul) = K + V, (1) 

where the short-range (uncharged) distorting potential U\ is included in the 
channel Hamiltonian A'. 

State vectors are net explicitly antisymmetrised in our formalism. Elec
trons are associated with space coordinates r a and r, corresponding respec
tively to t=l and 2. The emerging electrons have the same subscript: 
The incident-electron subscript is 0. Ant synnnetrisation is accomplished 
by means of an exchange amplitude obtaii.ed by reversing the roles of the 
final electron momenta k„ and k, in the dit ect amplitude. 

The channel Hamiltonian K (1) is separable in the electron coordinates. 
We define the following one-electron states and energies. 

( j 4 + , - K i - t t ) l x , + , ( M > = 0, (2) 

(£*->-ff , - l / , ) |x<->(k.))=0, (3) 

(£{">- K2 -t*)|X<->(k,)) = 0, (4) 
(ea - K7 - v2)\o) = 0. (5) 

The collision state |4r£f'(ko)) with initial-state boundary conditions is 
defined by the following integral equation. 

|ti+>(kb)) = K < + > ( M + -^ZTRV^HK)). (6) 

The unsymmetrised on-shell T- matrix element is 

<k.k,|7>ko) = <* M (k.)x M (M|y|*L + ) (ko)> (7) 

= (* (->(k a,k t)|V|QX

( + ,(ko)), (8) 
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where |¥(~'(ka,k»)) '* t n e collision otate with final-state boundary condi
tions. For three charged bodies we use the boundary condition of Redmond, 
which wai quoted by Rosenberg (1973) and first used explicitly in an ionisa-
tion calculation by Brauner, Briggs and Klar (1989) (BBK). 

The formulation proceeds by defining an auxiliary final state |$'~'(k«, k»)) 
whose Schiodinger equation is 

(£<">- A' -C/)|*<-»(k.,kk)) = 0. (9) 

Approximations are distinguished by different choices of this state. Its role is 
made clear in the subsequent formalism so that the choice can be optimized. 
The auxiliary potential U differs from V by a potential (/', V = V + V. 
Neither V nor V appears explicitly in the final result. The integral equation 
formally satified by (• < _ )(k 0,k&)| is 

<*<->(k.,k6)| = <x<->(k0)V->(M + (¥->(K,kb)\v £J_ K . (10) 

By substituting for the bra state of (7) using (10) and by using (6) and 
the definitions (1) and (9) we obtain the following rearranged form for the 
unsymmetrised T-matrix element (7). 

(k.k»|T|oko) = (*<->(ko,MV|a*< :>(k0)), 

+ <*<->(ks,k»)|/i- - £ |*J, + , (M - a\<+>(k0)). (11) 

The dash n^ H indicates that the collision Hamiltonian operates on the bra 
state. 

The approximation for the ionisation amplitude is the first term of (II). 
The second term is a correction which can be minimised by either, or prefer
ably both, of two criteria. First we can choose the distorting potential V\ to 
make |av < + ,(ko)) a good approximation to |'I'J,+,(ko)). The second criterion 
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is to choose |* , _ )(k 4 ,k»)) as close as possible to |**~*(k„ k*)). The forms 
(7) and (11) for the T matrix become identical with the choice U = 0. The 
forms (8) and (11) are identical with the choice |*(~>) = | + , _ ) ) . 

To obtain a simple optimum choice for U\ we project (6) onto (a\ and 
introduce the complete set of target states \ft). 

(o|»i,+»(ko)) = lx , + ,(M) + B t t l g J_ A - l*'M y l»!>+ ) (M)- (12) 

Assuming that we have the optimum choice for LU the second term of (12) 
is small and we can replace |*J„+)(ko)) in the second term by |a\ < + ) (ko)), 
obtaining for the second term 

The approximation is consistent if we choose (a|l'|a) to be zero. 

Ut = ( Q K + t>3|a). (14) 

The most-detailed calculation to date is that of Curran and Walters (1987) for 
hydrogen in which (7) is directly approximated by choosing a multichannel 
expansion of |*J,+>(ko)) obtained from a pseudostate representation of the 
target which obtains excellent results for scattering (van Wyngaarden and 
Walters 1984). The distorted-wave Born approximation makes the choice 
(14) of {/] and uses a separable form for l^'^ka.kt)): 

|*(-)(k„,k»)) = | x

< - ) (k 8 )x ( - , (M), (15) 

where the distorting potentials are chosen with different degrees of detail in 
attempting to approximate |<"~'(ka,k»)). The simple choice U = 0, V\ = 
t>) works well in many kinematic regions (Konovalov and McCarthy 1992, 
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McCarthy 1992, Madison tl a'. 1977). Jones et a/(1992) and Pan and Starace 
(1992) have included t>3 in the definitions of their potentials with the second 
criterion for (11) in mind. 

Brauner, Briggs and Klar (1989) chose U\ = 0 and a product form for 
|*'"'(ka,kt)), which explicitly satisfies the Redmond boundary condition. 
We make the choice (14) for (/, and the BBK choice for ;* (->(k„,k») ;. The 
space-dependent part in the space-spin representation is 

•'^(k., k f, r„, rh) = x«->(k., r.)*<->(k», r t)C(o, k, r). (16) 

The distorted waves are calculated in the potentials V\ and v2 and the 
Coulomb factor C is defined by 

<7(o,k,r)= T(l -\o)e-*al,Fu(\a;l;-i(kr f k r ) ) , (17) 

where Q = l/2it, k = *(k„ - k»), r = r a - ly 
The six-dimensional integration in (11) is done over r,r»,cos0',co8 0j,^ 

and fa using Gaussian quadratures. The final integral numerically diverges 
if it has any potentials which fall off as l/r„ or have any singularities in r„. 
That is why it is important to have the right combination of potentials for 
V = t>i +1>3- V\- The static frozen-core potential satisfies both requirements 
for the V-potential at the origin and infinity, we call this calculation BPK. 

For contrast we make the usual distorted-wave Born approximation (DWBA), 
which sets the correlation factor C(o,k,r) equal to 1 in (16). This approxi
mation has set the standard for (e,2e) calculations and is very successful at 
energies over a few hundred eV. 

We choose coplanar symmetric experimental data (Gelebart and Tweed 
1990, Murray and Read 1993) for comparison, since the wide range of mo
mentum transfer and recoil momentum covered at each initial energy gives 
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a severe test of a calculation. Figure 1 (a)-(e) compare BBK and DWBA 
with experiment. Note that the calculations and experimental data are all 
on an absolute scale. Neither calculation gives quantitative agreement with 
experiment over the whole range, although DWBA agrees at forward angles 
at the higher energies. 

This result is perhaps surprising in view of the fact that BBK has the 
correct initial and final state boundary conditions. The correction term of 
(II) enables us to investigate the question further. We cannot calculate the 
ktt vector of this amplitude, but we replace it with an ansatz that restricts 
it to the same part of coordinate spare that is occupied by the exact wave 
functions. The coordinate representation of (•J,+'(ko)-o\'+ ,(ko)) is replaced 
by 

exp(-r9

2//?2W„(r»), 0 = 7 a.u. (18) 

This function vanishes at large distances as does the coordinate represen
tation of the exact ket vector. Th» calculation of the correction amplitude, 
thus modified, enables us to compare the effects of different auxiliary func
tions •*~*(ka,k»,ra,r»). Figure 1(f) shows the differential cross section cal
culated using only this amplitude, making the DWBA and BBK choices for 
|$ , - , (k 0 ,k»)) . DWBA is a better choice over most of the range, but BBK is 
superior, as expected, at extreme angles. 

Having learnt this much about how to choose the auxiliary function we 
try to do better. We assume that it is important to retain the three-body 
boundary condition but that the BBK product function is a poor approxi
mation at small distances, where we make the DWBA. Our choice is 

•<->(k.,k»tr.,r») = x(" ,(k„,r)>h<->(kt,r») 

x [,.-M+'J>/* + (i -e-<'J +'2)^)C(a,k,r)](19) 
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The first amplitude of (16) is BBK for small /?, DWBA for large 0. 44.6eV 
is the most difficult incident energy under consideration and fig. 1(a) shows 
that the choice 0=1 is intermediate between the two extremes. It is obvious 
that no choice of /) will give quantitative agreement. 

We have shown that a good choice of the bra vector in an approximate 
(.-,2e) amplitude will improve the calculation. Although we have not ex
hausted all possibilities we believe it is difficult to find a universally-valid 
choice if we make a distorted wave approximation for the ket vector. The 
BBK choice shows promise where the final state electrons strongly afTect each 
other and DWBA is useful for smaller momentum transfer at higher energy. 
We have also shown that it is not essential to satisfy the final-state boundary 
condition. The integrand of the correction term is zero at large distances if 
the initial state boundary condition is satisfied. Since it is possible to obtain 
an initial state very accurately, in particular one that correctly describes the 
total ionisation cross section (Bray and Stelbovics 1993), we believe this is 
the most promising approach. 

The approximetions made here (BBK and DWBA) may be considered as 
high-energy approximations. They do not describe effects such as the for
mation and decay of the compound negative complex (He-)** and processes 
that have been identified at very low energy, such as the three-body saddle 
dynamic responsible for almost-flat singly differential cross sections and for 
the threshold IJ»W. 

W'c would like to acknowledge support from the Australian Research 
Council and the Deutsche Forschungsgemeinschaft. We would like to thank 
Professor F. Read and Dr. A. Murray for providing their experimental data 
in tabular form. 
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Figure captions 

Figure 1. The differential crass sections for the electron impact kmisation of 
helium in coplanar-symmetric kinematics at 44.6 to lOOeV- The solid line •* 
the BBK calculation and the long-dashed line is the DWBA calculation. The 

line on (a) is intermediate between the BBK and DWBA calculations, 
see text. The absolute measurements of Murray and Read (1993) on (a)-(d), 
and Gelebart and Tweed (1990) on (e), are denoted by 0. 
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